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Abstract

An energy balance criterion of the Griffith type has been used to derive

conditions that are valid, in the isothermal non-inertial approximation, for

the growth of cracks in viscoelastic bodies. These bodies are acted upon by

general position and time-dependent load. The conditions obtained have the

same form as the instability conditions obtained for the corresponding

problems in elasticity theory and, in particular are independent of crack

velocity. The analysis relies upon an exact calculation of the displacement

and stress fields that is derived in the appendix with the aid of extensions

to viscoelasticity of the Kolosov-Muskhelishvili equations of elasticity

theory.
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1. Introduction.

Energy balance theories for crack growth in elastic bodies have their

origin in the work of Griffith (1921)(1925). One notable feature of

Griffith’s result is that, in the non-inertial approximation, it gives no

information on the velocity of crack extension. Graham (1970)(1975) gave a

derivation of the crack extension criterion for viscoelastic materials which

indicated that it has a form similar to that for elastic materials, the

instantaneous moduli of the viscoelastic body playing the role of elastic

moduli. Kostrov and Nikitin (1970) used an elaborate analysis of energy

balance at the crack tip to arrive at the same conclusion. On the other hand,

several authors, on the basis of various phenomenological approaches, have

given non-inertial criteria which fix the velocity of crack extension (see the

review article of Schapery (in Burridge (1979)). Also, there is the work of

Cherepanov (1967) who, starting from unarguably valid energy relations,

obtains a criterion of different form to that of Graham.

Nuismer (1974) points out the contradictory nature of these results and

derives a criterion which is in agreement with that of Graham. He also points

to flaws in the work of Cherepanov and others which explain why, they obtained

different results.

There is however recent work by Christensen (1979) and Christensen and

Wu (1981) who obtain velocity-dependent non-inertial criteria, presumably

because they use approximate solutions of the boundary value problem. It

seems therefore that the fact that elastic and viscoelastic non-inertial crack

extension criteria are similar and that no information on crack extension

velocity can emerge from a non-inertial treatment of the viscoelastic problem,

has not gained universal acceptance.

In the present paper, a simple transparent derivation of the result of

Graham and Nuismer is presented, which is based on a manifestly fundamental

energy principle. In fact, the results obtained generalize the earlier

treatments in that tangential and position-dependent applied stresses are

included. It is hoped that this work will help to finally clarify the

issue.
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The point of departure of this study, which is restricted to the linear

isothermal non-inertial case, is an energy balance equation given by Erdogan

(in Liebowitz (1968)). The development of the implication of this equation is

believed to be novel, though somewhat similar ideas have recently been used in

the context of elastic composites by McCartney (1987)

2. Energy balance criteria for crack extension in linear viscoelasticity.

Goodier (in Liebowitz (1968)) shows that for the case of fixed applied

tension in the non-inertial approximation, the strain energy of a linear

elastic body increases if crack extension occurs, but only half the work done

by the boundary forces goes to this increase. The other half is available for

creating new surface.

In order to discuss the linear viscoelastic case we adopt a more formal

approach, which incidentally also applies to the linear elastic case, in the

limit and illustrates the observation of the previous paragraph. Let us write

down an isothermal energy balance relation of the form

sn= S÷H±IT(), (1)

where ds is a surface element (becoming a line element in the plane strain

case), is the rate of increase of stored mechanical energy and I is the rate

of dissipation of mechanical energy. Here, and throughout the paper we have

adhered to the standard conventions of cartesian tensor notation. The crack,

which is allowed to grow with time, occupies the interval[(a(t), b(t))] of the
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x-axis (see Appendix), while T, which is assumed to be a constant, is the

surface energy per unit length. Since the quantity on the left is the rate of

work of the boundary forces this relation may be taken as self-evident (see

Erdogan (in Liebowitz (1968)), for example. In the non-inertial theory,

5(t) + H(t) can be replaced by the space integral of (see

Christensen (1971) and Golden and Graham ( ) and we have

ça s ( t) n Cc) i ( *) _Jdv ô(ci) ± -42)

A centrally important observation is that (2) is an identity, in the

absence of crack extension. In the presence of an extending crack however, it

becomes non-trivial, as we shall see later. The former observation implies

that all terms will cancel except those that involve in some essential manner

a derivative of the crack length.

Let us now adapt our notation more explicitly to the crack problem

considered in the Appendix for which the stresses vanish at infinity. The

boundary B consists of the two crack faces on which the stresses are assumed

to be equal with opposite sign. Thus

ds (C Cc) L)= -)jaxfr(x)oJ 1(+ç)°})

citt)

(3)

st)

c)I Z&’

where

=
,ufr) 0+) s—

(4)
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and

1wx1t= (ti+(t (5)

is given by (A26). We decompose (x,t) into an instantaneous portion and a

remainder, to obtain

1(ct) tx(x,*)+ (6)

where

O
( ( ) M (x

(7)

Jt

it being presumed that (see (A8) and (A17))

4- k1c (8)

where k1(t) is a smooth function. The function M(x,y;t) is given by (A28).

Then
I

tI())It) (9)

where, by virtue of (A29),

O() (lOa)

a)
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b)

(
ik,coJ Mx)

c2Z)

(lOb)

t1cx)

We now consider the first term in the right-hand side of (2) and rewrite

it as

(11)

In normal circumstances, and in particular for a crack that is not expanding,

Green’s theorem, and the fact that vanishes, gives that this is

equal to the boundary term on the left of (2). However the integral contains

divergent terms, as a result of crack extension, which makes it meaningless

without reinterpretation. The displacements off the crack can be written down

from (Al3 (iii)) and (A14) by transferring the hereditary integral to the

right hand side of (Al3 (iii)). The explicit expression forq (z,t) is given

by (A20). All that is essential for our purposes is that it possess square

root singularities at the crack ends. Similarly, the stresses at points off

the crack face may be evaluated with the aid of (Al3 (i), (ii)). These also

have square root singularities at the crack tips. Let us write at a general

point

(12)

where .A..L:0(r,t) is the instantaneous portion of the hereditary integral

that gives the displacement and UrCr,t) is the remainder, consisting of an

integral with a smooth kernel over the history of the real and imaginary parts

of the right hand side of (A13 (iii)). Now the quantity

will possess at most a square root singularity. This is so ecause the time

derivative will act only on the kernel as in (lob). This singularity,
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combined with that in the stresses gives rise to a linear singularity which is

integrable since the integral in (11) is two-dimensional. Thus, Greens

theorem can be applied and what is obtained is the non-instantaneous portion

of (3). The non-instantaneous terms in fact cancel out of the equation. This

observation is the crucial one, for our purposes. It means that

specifically viscoelastic effects do not contribute.

Consider now the instantaneous ption of (11). It may be checked that,

due to the expansion of the crack, contains a

singularity of order 3/2 which combined with that in the stresses, gives rise

to a non-integrable singularity. Thus, this portion of the integral is

meaningless in its present form. We now proceed to rewrite it in a form that

avoids divergent integrals.

The instantaneous portion of the strain tensor has the same form

as that for the elastic problem with moduli equal to the instantaneous moduli

of the viscoelastic material. Furthermore, as noted in the Appendix, the

stresses in this problem are independent of material parameters. They may in

particular be written as

(a)

= (p e (13)

where we have, for a moment, adopted the general anisotropic notation for the
(0)

sake of compactness. In (13) Gijkl(O) are the instantaneous moduli and

is the instantaneous portion of the strain tensor in the present problem. Now

we can write the instantaneous portion of (11) in the form

E(ç%}*-) h(r.k)

(14)

— €(r)

The integral on the right is now convergent since the time differentiation is

removed outside the integral sign Application of Green’s theorem gives



jdv ) (c,EC t)

sCt)

(15)

()0(,t),

on recalling manipulations that led up to (3). Remembering that the

non-instantaneous portion of (3) has already been cancelled we finally write

(2) in the form

b)

=

t (16)

o) o)

4T(k
Ct))

with the aid of (A26). Using the symmetry of M (see A28) together with (A29),

(A30) it is found that the terms not involving a(t), b(t) cancel and we are

left with
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b) (kc)± Vc

am(ct_ ))

in terms of the stress intensity factors K1, 1=1,2 defined by (A32), (A33).

We conclude that the conditions for crack growth at the respective crack tips

are

w -- tT (18)

If the middle point of the crack face is chosen as the origin and

(x,t) is even in x, these conditions reduce to the single condition

ir -- kc)= tT (19)

where c(t) = b(t) = - a(t) and K1, K2 are given by (A36). In particular if

Z =Z(t) is independent of x It follows from (A40) that (19) becomes

(20)

which, in the case of purely normal stresses(t) = -(t) is

TrL \) cCk) (21)

Equation (20) may more simply be derived by using equations (A38)-(A41).

Equation (21) has been obtained by Graham (l970)(l975) and Nuismer (1974)

using different approaches.

Strictly (1) should be an inequality stating that the left hand side is

greater than or equal to the right, in which case conditions (18)-(21) become

inequalities. These conditions have the same form as the Griffith criterion

for crack extensions for an elastic body with k0, which is an instantaneous

inverse modulusreplacing the elastic inverse modulus difined by (see Al7)
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L

__

1°

for a material with a unique Poisson’s ratio \? , where is the

instantaneous shear modulus.

Note that in (16) the first term on the right is half the corresponding

term on the left. This is a manifestation of the theorem of Goodier (in

Liebowitz (1968)) for elastic bodies mentioned at the beginning of the

section.

It may be confirmed that superposition of a prescribed time-dependent

stress field at infinity does not alter the form of conditions (18). Also,

these results maybe extended to other crack geometries, for example that of a

growing penny-shaped crack in an infinite viscoelastic body (see also

Graham (1970)).

What has been shown here is that energy considerations for a

viscoelastic medium in the non-inertial approximation give no more than a

Griffith instability criterion similar to that for an elastic medium. One

cannot therefore, hope to obtain a condition determining crack velocity from a

non-inertial energy equation, if the surface energy T is constant.
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Appendix

In this appendix we consider the problem of a single straight line crack

occupying the interval [aft), b(t)] of the x-axis in an infinite linear

viscoelastic body that is in a state of plane strain in the (x,y) cartesian

co-ordinate plane. Rehealing of crack faces is not considered so that aCt)

and b(t) are constant or monotone decreasing and increasing with time,

respectively. A position and time-dependent distribution of normal and shear

stress is considered to act on the surface of the crack, while all the

stresses are assumed to vanish at infinity. It is easy to verify that the

problem arising when a time-dependent stress field , °i..,, Ct) is

applied at infinity may be reduced to the above problem by superposition of

solutions.

If we write

(!t)— (Y_A.. ; 1(çk) (Al)

then the boundary conditions on the crack surface may be written in the form

t)(A2)

If, at time t, the crack is open at the point x then p(x,t) and s(x,t) must be

prescribed and

u2(x,t) - u2(x,t) ) 0. (A3)

On the other hand if the crack is closed at x at time t then

u2(x,t) - u2(x,t) = 0 and p(x,t) > 0. (A4)

By resorting to the extended Correspondence Principle (see Graham and

Sabin (1973)) and the Kolosov-Mushkelishvili equations (see Green and Zerna

(1954)) we find that a solution to the field equations of the quasi static

theory of viscoelasticity, for a body containing a crack that may grow with

time, may be written as follows (z = x+iy)
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I -LL3E
=

J (A9)
-

is the Fourier transform of r’ (t) refers to the Dirac delta function and

H(t) is the Heaviside unit step function. The functions t_(t) and (t) are

clearly zero for t<O.

Since, for the problem under consideration, the stresses are continuous

at every point on the x-axis we find from (A5 ii) that

+(

CAb)

= qT (x, t) - cp(k, t)+ x + ( t)

where (x,t) are the limits of (z,t) from above and below the real axis.

Write (AlO) as

- (x t) - - +

(All)

= (x, ) —

(Y) t) - x —

and it follows that the function t(t)_ (t)—

is analytic everywhere. Since, by (A7), this function is zero at infinity it

must, by Liouville’s theorem (see Ahlfors (1966)) be zero everywhere. It

follows that

=

— (Al2)

and we write (A5) as



-

= (L)1t= ,+(t),

(Al3)

J-(-I(,

where

(A14)

Approaching the x-axis from above and below in (A13 (iii)), and subtracting

gives

2 (a (x 0+) ) -

0;

or

(A16)

where, by virtue of the Faltung theorem (see Sneddon (195l)),9is defined by

the fact that its Fourier transform is given by

6

A17

I+a€’) I(L4J)
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The quantity k(t), defined by (A17),is used extensively later and in the main

body of the paper. Also

0+) t) — 0_i

If the left hand side of (16) is zero at a given x then (z,t) is

continuous at that point. This will be true if ‘(x,t’) is zero for all

t t and in particular at points on the x-axis outside [a(t), b(t] . From

(A13 (ii)) we have

(t)+ q(t)= ct) (_(*), t)xIt). (A19)

This equation and the continuity of q(x,t) across the x-axis outside of the

crack specify a Hilbert problem whose solution is given by Muskhelishvili

(1963)

b)

XLM I

___________

t)
ZLJ (A20)

c)

z,t) =

where it is appropriate to choose the branch of (z_a()(z_b(t)3 which is

such that z(z,t)—l as °°.

On the real axis, for x E [aCt), b(t)]

Xt(xt)=_ZThc*E)= i/LLr,&t],
(A21)

rn(x,*
=

and for x [a(t), b(t)]
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X(x,t) = 11 / n(x,t)

(A22)

n(x,t) = l(xa(t))(xb(t))2

It is positive for x>b(t) and negative for x<a(t), as a consequence of

choosing the branch of Z(z,t) as specified above. We write

b(t

cD(1t) I
(A23)

1 2W J
cat)

Note that it is singular at the end points of the cracks which implies that

the stresses will also be singular there.

Consider now the expression for the derivative of the gap. From (A2l),

(A23) and the Plemelj formula (see Muskhelishvili (1963)) we find that

_________

(A24)
tr

c)

which is a principal value integral. Using (Al6), we obtain

(tt’) (A25)

where k(t) is defined by (A17) and ti(x) is the time that x crosses the crack

tip. Integrating (A25) from either crack tip and making a change in

integration orders we find, using the fact that the HUbert transform of

1/m(x,t) is zero on [aft), b(tJ (see Erdelyei (1954)), that

= dt’k(’ E(’,t) M(, (A26)

c&)
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Equations (A29), (A30) are used in the main part of the paper.

The complex stress(r,t) off the crack surface is given by (Al3). On

the real axis, this has the form c(x,t) + From (A22), CR23) and

the Plemelj formula (see Muskhelishvili (1963)) we obtain

b)

(x =
ax’ [ b(t)

(A3 1)

c)

the upper sign referring to x>b(t). This is the same as in elastic theory.

Note that it is independent of material parameters. It is easily checked that

this is true everywhere, which, it will be perceived, is a consequence of

Michell ‘s theorem (1899). The complex stress intensities are given by

k1Cb) L kch =
b

(A32)

b()
V

zckL;J
c)

and

b()

- L k = i iJx Z(x } CR33)

where

b(t) - a(t)
c(t)

= 2
.

(A34)
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It is easy to verify that if the crack is growing at x = a(t) at time t

then equation (A25) may be integrated to give

A (X)
(A3 5)

x- cC) JE5’

Therefore, in view of (A3), (A4), we may conclude that in these circumstances

K1(a(t)) . 0, depending on whether the crack is open or closed. It is

noteworthy that if the crack is stationary for a period before and including t

then the right hand side of (A35) is replaced by an hereditary integral, with

the consequence that K1(a(t)) may take negative values. The remarks of this

paragraph, which apply equally well at x = b(t), are due to Graham and Sabin

(1978)(l981) who derive them for the case of position-independent normal

stress, by means of more explicit methods.

It is interesting to note the fundamental qualitative differences

between extending and stationary cracks. These are traceable to the fact that

the dominant singular term for an extending crack comes from the delta

function part of the hereditary integral, while this is not so for a

stationary crack. Note that this “instantaneous” property of singular terms,

in the case of extending cracks leads to properties similar to those found in

the elastic case, while stationary viscoelastic cracks behave quite

differently to the elastic case. In the main part of this paper, dealing with

propagation criteria, the interesting similarity between elastic and extending

viscoelastic cracks is further manifested.

If the middle point of the crack face is chosen as the origin and

(x,t) is even in x over the crack face then (A32), (A33) give the same

result, namely, choosing b(t) = - aCt) = c(t)

___

c)

___

(A36)

(c)—k )
— c)

The most interesting special case is where (x,t) is independent of x

on the crack face. We write it as r(t). Then, (A25) gives, with the aid of
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standard integral (see Erdelyei (1954))

‘ ( ) = - J [ -

— } z
(A3 7)

which can be integrated to give

_2LJdk(kr(J (A38)

The complex stress(x,t), given by (A3l), becomes

and the complex stress intensities are then given by

K1(b) - iK2(b) = K1(a) - iK2(a) = -c(t)(t). (A40)

In particular, for purely normal stresses acting on the crack face,

and

K1(a) = K1(b) = c(t)(t) (A41)

The results presented in this appendix were first given in a special

case by Kachanov (1961) and more generally by Graham (1970), (1975) using an

alternative form of the elastic results, namely that described by Sneddon and

Lowengrub (1969).




